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5. CONCLUSION

ver the last decades, sound appreciation (as music listening) has been naturally 
transformed by the use of technological apparatuses. From concert halls to the privacy 
of our homes, in our commute, music has been presented to us in different formats 

and materials. What once was physical and limited in number and accessibility, as traditional 
media of sound distribution, is now non-rivalrous, pervasive and, in a way, intangible. Compared 
to a vinyl, for instance, the digital musical album or album app would be tangible only if we 
considered the device manipulated to access them, the smartphone or tablet. But such objects 
are not conceived neither perceived as the album. These transformations have certainly affected 
the listeners’ perceptions and engagement with music and artists, as much of an artist identity 
can be stated by the graphic and sonic design presented in their albums. I believe that both the 
impact of what was then mentioned as “Digital Darwinism” as well as the opportunities available 
in mobile media technology, encouraged artists and musicians to explore new ways of releasing 
their musical pieces. The “open work” aspect certainly reflects a contemporary trend of engaging 
audiences in a more active mode of listening. 

During debates in the university, I often noticed certain difficulty in limiting the discussions 
to the research boundaries. I believe that this was due to the novelty of the topic, as location-
based musical album listening is not yet an ordinary practice. As such, none of my colleagues had 
experienced it enough to be able to discuss their personal impressions about it. I was always trying 
to grasp what they thought about location-based concept in music listening. The discussions and 
informal conversations were useful to point some particular aspects which helped me to evolve 
my research question. However, I noticed that often these debates would shift toward the practice 
of mobile music listening which were not part of the location-based realm. Despite this interest, 
this study discusses the specific situation of a location-based album– a musical piece is tied to a 
physical outdoor public space, and available only in that specific area – released as an album app. 

Due to the novelty of this album format, I planned to design a field experiment. How to understand 
the listeners’ perspective if not analysing them under the same circumstances?  The analysis of 
the scarce theory available on the topic would not cover this task and it became clear that I would 
have to test the concept of LBMA myself. It was essential to investigate this phenomenon in its 
real world environment, in order to grasp concepts, behaviours and interactions that might be 
included in future studies and were not predictable in the beginning of this current. Besides, 
the main object of study was the effects of outdoor public urban spaces on music listening, and 
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that would be poorly simulated in a lab. I would like to approach the field experiment, however, 
in a less “laboratorial” way in the future, having less control over the participants’ actions. It 
would be interesting to observe the phenomenon in a situation where participants would not 
necessarily know that they are being observed or part of a field experiment, in order to grasp more 
spontaneous actions. Overall, the experience with my first empirical research was very enriching.

From the perspective of Media Ecology and McLuhan’s studies, I considered interesting to analyse 
different sections of this media ecosystem in separate first and further as an ensemble. Mainly 
focusing in the question: “how does the physical space affect the experience of listening to music?”

The use of case study as the methodology of research was important for contextualising the LBMA 
phenomenon. It was equally relevant to draw parallels between the state of the art and previous 
works (that used different technologies) and comment on the historical background of media 
technology and sound history, in order to correlate it with the empirical data collected in the field. 

When trying to test the concept of LBMA, I used the rival hypothesis analysis of the two contrasting 
routes, delivering the same audio content, under the premise of a location-based musical album. 
R1 intended to be friendly and closer to green areas (although still inside the city). R1 showed 
less busy and moderately noisy environments. It was close to what Schafer stated as Hi-Fi. In 
contrast, the R2 was designed in a more industrial, noisy and often uninteresting environments. 
We crossed areas that expressed meanings (Casakin & Kreitler 2008) that were not connected to 
leisure or relaxation, (as abandoned warehouses, buildings away from commercial areas, busy 
avenues, noisy tunnels and the frenetic main train station of the city). In other words,  it was a 
busy and highly stimulating scenario – not only sonically, but also visually. I intended to contrast 
the album listening surrounded by a Hi-Fi to a Lo-Fi soundscape , as well a green area resembling 
leisure to an industrial busy one. It was interesting to note that the Lo-Fi was not that disturbing 
as one could find according to Schafer’s analysis, in which there is a certain concern related 
to the lack of clarity of sounds in such sonic environments. Therefore, people adapted to such 
sonically chaotic environments with the passage of time and they were not intimidated by them. 
I would say they are rather indifferent to its incredibly busy dynamics. From this perspective, the 
personal stereo can be seen as a solution, as it filters out the cityscape, if one finds it too noisy or 
distractive. In addition to that, according to the type of headphones used and volume applied, the 
listener may sonically interact with these spaces although applying such filters. I see this as a very 
contrasting point to the existing analysis by Schafer and would like to develop it in a future work. 
How to design locative musical albums in communion with a local soundscape? Testing it in both 
contrasting scenarios again (Lo-Fi and Hi-Fi). It was pointed by many participants in informal 
conversations that the music being reactive to the local soundscape would be an interesting model 
of listening to a location-based album. Accessing it every time without knowing how it would 
develop, and having their curiosity triggered for not predicting how it would sound the next time.
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The  concept of a living and mutating album piece is a great opportunity for artists in their musical 
releases. It has been already used in some projects but can be largely encouraged to novel practices 
and releases on this recent way of providing music, as the listener curates as well as performs, 
while listening and walking around a musical album. I think it would be even interesting to 
provide a platform that allows independent artists to make use of it, without having to design 
the entire process from scratch, which would limit their work when having a budget for their 
releases. I would point Radio Aporee as the closest platform currently available for that but as 
a plus it should be interesting to design possibilities where the local sounds would merge and 
affect the digital composition presented in such urban spaces. That similarly resembles to the 
theory present on walking practices as the Derivé by Debord or De Certeau writings on walking 
on the cityscapes when one can improvise, via walking, the listening of their musical albums. 
As well as musicians could encounter on the urban public scenarios an interesting stage for the 
appreciation of their works via sonic augmentation. As the concept was already presented in the 
pop music world via the project Tempest by Bob Dylan I believe it is not an absurd assumption 
that there is an opportunity in that. As already mentioned it would be great to provide a platform 
for independent artists to place their pieces as a musical space in constant transit and sort of 
supporting the local scene in innovative ways. 

In this study I pointed the sound walks as the closest predecessor of location-based musical 
album app. I can conclude that the main novelties brought about by LBMA when compared to 
the previous ways of producing and delivering the content of sound walks was firstly based on 
accessibility. What once could be limited in number of CDs or tapes, timetables to access the 
material in libraries, or numerous ways artists would use to deliver their work to the audience, is 
now available at any time as mobile apps or downloadable MP3 podcasts. Secondly, technology 
helped a more individualised experience when having no need for a guide or a voiced guide. In 
the case of the album app the GPS tracking units can deliver this information naturally and ideally 
the listener would not have much contact with the smartphone screen while walking. The map 
will be free to be explored at any time but the listener might feel free to explore an area in any 
directions he/she intends and may create a new album, with new durations and sequences every 
time he explores it.

Back to the field experiment, as already mentioned, it was of vital importance for this study, as 
I could investigate the phenomenon in its real world environment, making use of the specific 
technology debated in the theoretical section. I evaluate that the empirical data collection, for its 
restrictions of time and financial resources, could be considerably better developed in the future, 
with a more in depth study. Taking in consideration a more convenient number of pre-tests for 
the questionnaire design. As for the technology side, I would investigate a more efficient way 
for designing the route in more open areas, as the GPS data still presented some problems to 
trigger the audio files during the field experiment, and it was mainly unstable near areas with a 
big number of tall buildings. I would also like to perform focus group and interviews in a future 
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study, as I could see from the methodology explored by Michael Bull as a very enriching way of 
understanding what does really matter in terms of listening to music on the go, always focusing in 
what is commented from the perspective of the listener. The personal stereo, in outdoors public 
environments, can augment and enrich scenarios and I was glad to try to test this concept, still 
I see it as a work in progress, of such spaces in cities aestheticising the music in return as an 
echoing effect that initiates with the music listening and loops back and forth when the pedestrian 
continues its listening while exploring urban areas on foot. 

It was an interesting aspect of this work to debate on the “aesthetics control” in reverse. I intended 
to enrich this debate questioning “what if the space also aestheticises the music?” Especially if one 
considers that music only exists in that outdoor public space? I still see it as a work in progress. 
My conclusion is that the minority of the participants were capable to point these specificities. 
Perhaps that could be better investigated in a future work. I would point as the weakest point that 
I was testing the comfort aspect and it did not show as a present or perceived aspect, especially 
in the unfriendly Route 2 which was designed to measure the possible uncomfortable situations 
generated by super busy environments. I cannot conclude if the “negative” aspect of busy noisy 
space affected negatively the LBMA listening because such space was not perceived as disturbing 
neither caused people to be uncomfortable. At least that was not evident in the data gathered. In 
the scale of emotion (GEMS 9) I concluded that the musical pieces were once again the layer that 
prevailed in the listeners’ perception of space and for this reason the emotions provoked were 
mainly similar in both R1 and R2. With that I could conclude that music was still the most evident 
layer and people did not feel much different when in R1 compared to R2. I believe their responses 
were similar as they had their attention drawn more by the musical layer than the physical space 
surrounding them. I would rather say that when the space was not that pleasant, in R2, people 
mentioned more how the music was influent and present, that means they were aestheticising the 
space that was not that pleasant for enhancing their private experience of it, building up a new 
story in that scenario. The familiarity with space also made people focus in both music and space 
together and not only in one rather than the other. So I believe I should design more extreme 
situations in which the physical space could contrast in a more drastic ways, in order to investigate 
such effects on the music listening. That is still, in my results, a concept to be put to test. 

The discussions on “interfaceless” interface, and the production of spaces via the use of mobile 
technology (Farman 2012) proved that personal stereos do not necessarily drastically isolate 
people from the outer world. What some interpret as isolation is actually a way that urban citizens 
found of dosing what they like to be or not perceived in a daily basis.. It is interesting to notice 
the need of a “production of space” was not a consequence of mobile technology alone but also 
a reaction to the busy environments that cities have. The blasé attitude can be interpreted as a 
way of moulding the environment with the tools that we have and this should not be labelled as 
a negative practice at all, from my research conclusions point of view. When visuals and sounds 
can be overwhelming (and sometimes perceived as disturbing when in excess), when unwanted 
contact with strangers might be seem as unnecessary, people will have the possibility to create 
their own cocoons (Ito, Okabe & Anderson 2009) when experiencing such public spaces
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The contextualisation of field experiment and survey with the theory allowed me to build certain 
validity via triangulation among the different sources of data analysed and, again I highlight that 
in any point it was intended here to show a numeric or statistical generalisation. Instead “analytic 
generalization” was applied and the cross case synthesis as data analysis technique  as my intention 
with this study is “to expand and generalize theories” and not “to enumerate frequencies” alone 
(Yin, 2009, p.15). The numeric data could help and also might apply for future works, but it would 
most likely to serve as an additional element of a set of data collection. I found it particularly more 
interesting the qualitative approach, as this study analyses a very subjective topic (the experience 
of listening to music in pre-specified areas summed to the activity of exploring outdoors cityscapes 
via walking) and I personally found that making use of open questions allowed participants to 
express things that one could not predict or think of before even designing that questionnaire. It 
is very interesting to find concept replications when the questions were not direct to the point, 
for instance when people mention a detail on the physical space that affected them without this 
being requested on the question, that made me excited about studying those points better in  a 
near future. 

I am certainly taking in consideration that many of the impressions I had, from participants’ 
responses and actions during the field experiment, could have been affected by many other 
aspects and variables that I was not able (and did not want) to control. I acknowledge that such 
uncontrollable variables could be interpreted as a weak point by some in the science field but 
I perceive it more as an enriching aspect in my experience of empirical researcher in the field. 
Additionally, it is a great point for the interaction design perspective, especially on wearable 
computing realm, that one should let go of the idea of control and predictability and try to 
observe behaviours under the unpredictable actions within different scenarios. Mobile media 
rarely allow the designer to predict in which situations such applications will be accessed and 
used. The scenarios and purposes can be unimaginable. When acknowledging such random and 
uncontrollable variables, the designer of interaction would try to offer just an ideal number of 
opportunities to be explored in various ways depending on the predisposition and pre concepts 
intrinsic to each person that would eventually interact with this sort of locative art (the musical 
album in my case).

When having the proximity with the participants, when on field observation and informal 
conversations I managed to get interesting feedback. I would point as potential solutions or 
projects to be exercised in a near future, the sonic tourism can be certainly widely explored more 
strongly by musical releases. With that one could exercise a peculiar exploration of the local scene 
of music production when visiting new cities. All with the advantage of filtering the local art 
available via tags and by picking locales. The design of the album could be then, in a certain level, 
up to the listeners choices, as they can filter by genre and create a new compilations (following a 
mixtape concept) when doing so. 
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I also express a great enthusiasm in providing a platform where people could be able to design 
their own soundtracks for paths  and with that they can dedicate such musical places (that 
might have already meanings attached) to whoever they like. Listeners could format a sound 
walk themselves with their own selection of music and spaces, reshaping the meaning and the 
experience of listening to such music or walking on these spaces. 

It was intended here to raise a debate on such dramatic changes. I hope with this study to add some 
interesting arguments to the existing empirical research on personal stereos use. As already stated 
by Bull (2000) there is a lack of empirical research in this field and I find it relevant as we all have 
a continuous and intense contact with such media in a regular basis, especially if we acknowledge 
the increasing use of wearable computing, having smartphones as the most ordinary item of its 
kind, and acknowledging that smartphone and tablets use has been affecting our way of dealing 
with realities as much as once the TV revolutionised our perception of space and communication. 

With this thesis and my brief theoretical discussion, I hope to have offered an interesting reflexion 
on what often McLuhan (2003b) mentions as “arranging various media to help each other”. I 
do not believe that this new format of album would make the existing ones irrelevant or even 
substitute them, but it brings interesting possibilities to be explored by musicians as well as by 
the listeners when promoting soundtracks to predesigned paths. While I believe this study raised 
some interesting questions on the topic, I certainly consider it to be a work in progress, for its 
complexity and the extensive material that can still be gathered while studying the such frame of 
the visible affecting the invisible. There are definitely great possibilities in location aware albums 
and I intend to expand my research in this field in a near future, in order to enhance the interaction 
design possibilities related to exploring new musical content while walking around the cities.
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7. APPENDIX

The following code is referent to the mobile app prototype (version 1):

// GPS Audio Player Example v1

init();

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Audio Channel Setup

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// When app starts, create two channels and setup ‘watches’ (so we know what the channels are 

doing)

function init() {

    af.audioChannel.init(2);

    af.audioChannel.watchStatus(0, statusUpdated); // Channel 0 is our ‘story’ channel

    af.audioChannel.watchStatus(1, updateUI); // Channel 1 is our ‘atmosphere’ channel

    

    // Update UI now

    updateUI();

}

 

// Called when the story channel updates.  

// If it’s playing a story, show the name on screen

// and change the size of the ‘progress’ bar to show how much has been played.

function updateUI(url, elapsed, amount, paused) {

    if (url) {

        ui.title.text(url);

        ui.progress.width( amount*280 );

        ui.progress.hidden(false);

    } else {

        ui.progress.hidden(true);

        ui.title.text(“(nothing playing)”);

    }

}

 // Called when the atmosphere channel updates. Prints out log information.

function statusUpdated(url, elapsed, amount, paused) {

    if (url) {

7.1 Prototype
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        log(“Playing “ + url + “ “ + Math.floor(amount * 100) + “%”);

    }

}

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Functions used by zones in the Location tab

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 

// For each story zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to enterStory

function enterStory() {

    var a = audioFromFeature(this);

    log(“add story “ + a);

    af.audioChannel.add(0, a);

}

 

// For each story zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to leaveStory

function leaveStory() {

    clearIfNeeded(0, this);

}

 

// For each atmosphere zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to 

enterAtmosphere.

function enterAtmosphere() {

    var a = audioFromFeature(this);

    log(“add atmosphere “ + a);

    af.audioChannel.add(1, a, {loop:true});

}

 

// For each atmosphere zone in the Location tab, make sure Move Out / Function is set to 

leaveAtmosphere.

function leaveAtmosphere() {

    clearIfNeeded(1, this);

}

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Functions used by buttons in the Layout tab

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Make sure your play button has code name ui.play, and tapped function set to play

function play() {

    ui.play.hidden(true);

    ui.pause.hidden(false);

    af.audioChannel.resume(0);

    af.audioChannel.resume(1);

}
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// Make sure your pause button has code name ui.pause, and tapped function set to pause

function pause() {

    ui.play.hidden(false);

    ui.pause.hidden(true);

    af.audioChannel.pause(0);

    af.audioChannel.pause(1);

}

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Utility functions

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// A handy function to work out the name of the mp3 file to play from the name of the zone.

function audioFromFeature(feature) {

    return “audio/” + feature.getName() + “.mp3”;

}

 

// If you have overlapping zones, it’s possible leaving a zone will stop audio started by another zone

// This function helps by only clearing if the zone’s audio is still playing.

// Perhaps a future AppFurnace version will make this simpler..

function clearIfNeeded(channel, feature) {

    af.audioChannel.getStatus(channel, 

        function(url, elapsed, amount, isPaused) {

            if (url === audioFromFeature(feature)) {

                log(“clearing “ + channel);

                af.audioChannel.clear(channel);

            } else {

                log(“not clearing “ + channel);

            }

        });

}
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The following code is referent to the mobile app prototype  after tests and feedback 
(version 2):

// GPS Audio Player Example v2

init();

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Audio Channel Setup

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 

// When app starts, create two channels and setup ‘watches’ (so we know what the channels are 

doing)

function init() {

    af.audioChannel.init(2);

    af.audioChannel.watchStatus(0, statusUpdated); // Channel 0 is our ‘story’ channel

    af.audioChannel.watchStatus(1, updateUI); // Channel 1 is our ‘atmosphere’ channel

    

    // Update UI now

    updateUI();

}

 

// Called when the story channel updates.  

// If it’s playing a story, show the name on screen

// and change the size of the ‘progress’ bar to show how much has been played.

function updateUI(url, elapsed, amount, paused) {

    if (url) {

        ui.title.text(url);

        ui.progress.width( amount*280 );

        ui.progress.hidden(false);

    } else {

        ui.progress.hidden(true);

        ui.title.text(“(nothing playing)”);

    }

}

 

// Called when the atmosphere channel updates. Prints out log information.

function statusUpdated(url, elapsed, amount, paused) {

    if (url) {

        log(“Playing “ + url + “ “ + Math.floor(amount * 100) + “%”);

    }

}
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Functions used by zones in the Location tab

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 

// For each story zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to enterStory

function enterStory() {

    var a = audioFromFeature(this);

    log(“add story “ + a);

    af.audioChannel.add(0, a);

}

 

// For each story zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to leaveStory

function leaveStory() {

    clearIfNeeded(0, this);

}

 

// For each atmosphere zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to enterAtmosphere.

function enterAtmosphere() {

    var a = audioFromFeature(this);

    log(“add atmosphere “ + a);

    af.audioChannel.add(1, a, {loop:true});

}

 

// For each atmosphere zone in the Location tab, make sure Move Out / Function is set to 

leaveAtmosphere.

function leaveAtmosphere() {

    clearIfNeeded(1, this);

}

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Functions used by buttons in the Layout tab

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 

// Make sure your play button has code name ui.play, and tapped function set to play

function play() {

    ui.play.hidden(true);

    ui.pause.hidden(false);

    af.audioChannel.resume(0);

    af.audioChannel.resume(1);

}

 

// Make sure your pause button has code name ui.pause, and tapped function set to pause
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function pause() {

    ui.play.hidden(false);

    ui.pause.hidden(true);

    af.audioChannel.pause(0);

    af.audioChannel.pause(1);

}

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Utility functions

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 

// A handy function to work out the name of the mp3 file to play from the name of the zone.

function audioFromFeature(feature) {

    return “audio/” + feature.getName() + “.mp3”;

}

 //========================================================================

// Add this bit in, one line for each audio file

//========================================================================

var nameToAudio = {

  “audio/ambience.mp3”:”Ambience”,

  “audio/reflections.mp3”:”Reflections”,

  “audio/sunrise.mp3”:”Sunrise Forever”,

  “audio/slow.mp3”:”Slow Home Now”,

  “audio/machine.mp3”:”Harmonic Echo Machine”,

  “audio/brahms.mp3”:”Brahms Trio”

};

 

// This function returns the track description if there is one, otherwise returns the name of the audio 

file.

function nameFromAudio(audio) {

    if (nameToAudio[audio]) {

        return nameToAudio[audio];

    }

        return audio;

}

//========================================================================

 

// Called when the story channel updates.  

// If it’s playing a story, show the name on screen

// and change the size of the ‘progress’ bar to show how much has been played.

function updateUI(url, elapsed, amount, paused) {

    if (url) {

        ui.title.text( nameFromAudio(url) ); // <-- CHANGE THIS LINE
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        ui.progress.width( amount*280 );

        ui.progress.hidden(false);

    } else {

        ui.progress.hidden(true);

        ui.title.text(“(nothing playing)”);

    }

}

 

// If you have overlapping zones, it’s possible leaving a zone will stop audio started by another zone

// This function helps by only clearing if the zone’s audio is still playing.

// Perhaps a future AppFurnace version will make this simpler..

function clearIfNeeded(channel, feature) {

    af.audioChannel.getStatus(channel, 

        function(url, elapsed, amount, isPaused) {

            if (url === audioFromFeature(feature)) {

                log(“clearing “ + channel);

                af.audioChannel.clear(channel);

            } else {

                log(“not clearing “ + channel);

            }

        });

}
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SOUNDTRACKING PATHS
A CASE STUDY ON LOCATION-BASED MUSICAL ALBUMS

This survey is an essential instrument in my master’s thesis for the Inter-University Digital 
Media Master Program. Thank you for collaborating to this research!

University of Bremen 

University of Applied Sciences Bremen

University of the Arts Bremen

University of Applied Sciences Bremerhaven

Researcher responsible: Fernanda Sa Dias 

Survey questionnaire delivered in the field experiment. 

7.2 Questionnaire
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Welcome to the album route “soundtracking paths”! I am glad you are now part of it and 
is contributing to one of the most relevant phases of this project: the test of a concept in 
its real-world environment. You are adding the listeners’ perspectives on “location-based 
musical album”, certainly an essential piece for my final conclusions on this research. 

In the following pages I will provide you information regarding the procedures when 
being part of this research as a quasi-experiment and survey participant.

I am Fernanda Dias and I am currently investigating the phenomena of “location-based 
album apps” in my master’s thesis for the Inter-University Master Program at University 
of Bremen, University of the Arts Bremen, University of Applied Sciences Bremerhaven  
and University of Applied Sciences Bremen. 

The supervisors of my master’s thesis are Prof. Dr. Frieder Nake (University of Bremen) 
and Hannes Hoelzl (University of the Arts Bremen). 

SOUNDTRACKING PATHS
A CASE STUDY ON LOCATION-BASED MUSICAL ALBUMS
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Procedure 1

I will meet you in the place you previously have chosen in the map to start your  
“sound walk”.

I will provide a mobile gadget with the app needed for the test and we will double check together 
if everything is working correctly.

You will read the questionnaire and you will have the time to ask me if you have any doubts on 
the way you should proceed on the “sound walk” or related to the questions themselves. 

Procedure 2

This is time for you to start your “sound walk”. Neither me or other participants will accompany 
you. This intentionally meets the idea of a “personal and individual experience” as it should be 
when you walk thorough the city listening to your mobile gadget. 

While walking please take your time to focus on what you are listening to and the environment 
that surrounds you. 

You can notice the name of the musical piece currently being played on the screen of the app 
“Soundtracking paths”. Please write this name down before starting the questionnaire.

Do not bother to write as much as you need to express your ideas in the most honest way. 
Please consider mainly the way you feel and not the way the music seems to be (danceable, 
downtempo, happy, melancholic). For instance, we might not feel down when listening to a sad 
song, or not necessarily happy when listening to a cheerful music.   

Very important: The same questionnaire should be answered to every musical piece you listen 
to during your walk. There are six musical pieces in total. They vary in time length from 4 to 38 
minutes. You can see a progress bar which will inform you how long this piece takes to be over. 
You will decide for how long you want to listen to each track. But it is recommended to listen to 
at least  two minutes of each track in order to start answering the questionnaire. 

I hope you enjoy your “sound journey”. 
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SECTION 1 

You should listen to at least two minutes of each musical piece in order to start answering.

Please write the name of the musical piece that you are listening to:  

.................................................................................................

1.1 Do you feel comfortable* in this space?

(   ) (   ) (   ) (   ) (   )
Not at all Somewhat Moderately Quite a lot Very Much

*comfortable: Producing feelings of ease or security. Free from stress or anxiety.

1.2 Does this space suit to the musical piece you are listening to?

(   ) (   ) (   ) (   ) (   )
Not at all Somewhat Moderately Quite a lot Very Much

1.3  Do you feel like listening to this musical piece for a longer period of time?

(   ) (   ) (   ) (   ) (   )
Not at all Somewhat Moderately Quite a lot Very Much
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SECTION 2  

Instructions
When providing your ratings, please describe how the music you listen to makes you feel 
(e.g.: this music makes me feel sad). Do not describe the music (e.g.: this music is sad) or 
what the music may be expressive of (e.g.: this music expresses sadness). Keep in mind that 
sometimes a piece of music can be sad or can sound sad without making you feel sad. 
 
When listening to the music and observing the space that surrounds you, please write the 
number corresponding to the intensity with which you felt each of the following feelings 
from 1 to 5 :  
 
1 = Not at all 2 = Somewhat 3 = Moderately 4 = Quite a lot 5 = Very Much

1. Wonder 1 2 3 4 5
Filled with wonder, Dazzled, Moved 
2. Transcendence 1 2 3 4 5
Fascinated, Overwhelmed, Feelings of transcendence and spirituality

3. Power 1 2 3 4 5
Strong, Triumphant, Energetic
4. Tenderness 1 2 3 4 5
Tender, Affectionate, In love

5. Nostalgia 1 2 3 4 5
Nostalgic, Dreamy, Melancholic
6. Peacefulness 1 2 3 4 5
Serene, Calm, Soothed
7. Joyful Activation 1 2 3 4 5
Joyful, Amused, Bouncy
8. Sadness 1 2 3 4 5
Sad, Sorrowful
9. Tension 1 2 3 4 5
Tense, Agitated, Nervous
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SECTION 3

3.1. Is it the first time you walk on this place?
(  ) yes, it is the first time I walk on this place.     
(  ) no, it is not the first time I walk on this place. 
(  ) I am not sure if I did walk on this place before. 

In positive case: “yes, this is the first time I walk on this place”
or in case of doubt “I am not sure if I did walk on this place before” please respond 3.1.a: 

3.1.a Considering your lack of familiarity with this place, during this first initial minutes 
of listening:
(  ) I did focus more in the space than in the music. 
(  ) I did focus more in the music than in the space. 
(  ) I believed I was focused in both with the same intensity. 
(  ) I can not tell the difference, if I focused more in the space or in the music.

In negative case: “no, it is not the first time I walk on this area” please respond 3.1.b: 

3.1.b Considering your familiarity with this place, during this first initial minutes of 
listening: 
(  ) I felt a positive difference from my previous experience(s) of walking on this place. 
(  ) I felt a negative difference from my previous experience(s) of walking on this place. 
(  ) I did not feel different at all from my previous experience(s) of walking on this place. 
(  ) I can not tell the difference from my previous experiences.

3.2 Take your time to look carefully around you. Please describe how do you feel about 
the musical piece you are listening now. 
E.g.: you feel like dancing; you feel like sitting in a more quiet place to enjoy the music; you feel like you want to walk 

faster and leave this area; you feel the scenario activates on you a positive mood; you feel the scenario activates on 

you a negative mood; I believe the scenario do not influence me at all.
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SECTION 4 (only answer once in the end of your journey)

4.1 Please try to describe in which ways this “sound walk” differs from your daily practice 
of listening to music on your smartphone or mp3 player. Feel free to point positive and 
negative aspects.
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